Winter School 2021 Best Paper Nominations

Microeconomics

Paper 1: School Choice and the Housing Market
- Aram Grigoryan (Duke University)

Paper 2: Dynamic Communication with Trading Commissions
- Hargungeet Singh (Indian Institute of Technology, Kanpur)

Paper 3: Crowding in School Choice
- William Phan (North Carolina State University)
- Ryan Tierney (University of Southern Denmark)
- Yu Zhou (Kyoto University)

Paper 4: Sponsored Search
- Akhil Ilango (Universitat Pompeu Fabra)

Macroeconomics

Paper 1: Structural Change, Inequality, and Capital Flows
- Florian Trouvain (University of Michigan)

Paper 2: Hysteresis, Endogenous Growth, and Monetary Policy
- Sebastian Amador (University of California, Davis)

Paper 3: Solving Heterogeneous Agent Models with the Master Equation
- Adrien Bilal (University of Chicago)

Paper 4: Impact of Exchange Rate Volatility on the Informativeness of Security Prices
- Praveen Saini (Boston College)

Paper 5: Financial Innovation, Macro-prudential Policies and Leverage Cycles
- Lingsi Wei (University of Bath)
Econometrics

**Paper 1: Wild Bootstrap for Instrumental Variables Regressions with Weak and Few Clusters**
- Wenjie Wang (Nanyang Technological University)
- Yichong Zhang (Singapore Management University)

**Paper 2: Information Criteria and Degrees of Freedom for the Synthetic Control Method**
- Zhen Xie (Northwestern University)
- Guillaume A. Pouliot (University of Chicago)

- Weifeng Jin (Universidad Carlos III de Madrid)

Applied

**Paper 1: Trade, Financial Development, and Inequality: Evidence from US Railroads in the 19th Century**
- Dheeraj Chaudhary (University of Maryland)

**Paper 2: Paid Work for Women and Domestic Violence: Evidence from the Rwandan Coffee Mills**
- Deniz Sanin (Georgetown University)

- Wenbiao Sha (Hong Kong University of Science and Technology)

**Paper 4: Maternity Leave and Labour Market Outcomes**
- Purna Banerjee (Reserve Bank of India)
- Debojyoti Mazumder (Reserve Bank of India)
- Shreya Biswas (BITS, Pilani)